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TEKmmxL NOTE 2917

A MODIFIED REYNOLDS ANALOGY FOR THE coMmEsslBLE

TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER ON A FLAT PLATE

By Morris W. Rubesin

SUMMARY

A motified Reynolds analo~ is developed for the compressible
turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate. When mixing-length theories
are used to evaluate terms of the final expressions, it is found for
air that the ratio of Stanton nuiber to half the local skin-friction
coefficient is greater than unity. At Mach number equals zero, this
ratio is of the order of 1.18 to 1.21 for Reynolds numbers based on
momentum thickness of 10Sto 106. Up to a Mach number of 5 and under
extreme conditions of surface temperature, it is found that the ratio
of Stanton number to half the skin-friction coefficient differs from its
values for the incompressible case (M=O) by amounts so small as to be of
the magnitude of the uncertainties in the theory.

INllRODUCTION

There are several theories in the literature of aerodynamics which
concerned with the subjects of skin friction and heat transfer in
compressible turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate (refs. 1

are
the
thrOU@ 8). Each of these theories, however, is restricted through the
assumptions that Frandtl number (Pr) is unity in the laminar sublayer
and that there is an equivalence in the mechanisms of the transport of
heat and momentum in the turbulent region of the boundary layer.1 The
latter can be considered equal to the assumption that the turbulent
Prandtl number (a) is unity. From these assumptions and from a defbition
of the heat-transfer coefficient based on the temperature difference
between that of the surface and the stagnation temperature of the free
stream, it is found that there is an exact equivalence between the local
heat-transfer coefficient (written in dimensionless fashion as the
l~e recent mixing-len@h theory of M and Shen (refs. 6, 7, and 8)

considers the differences in the turbulent exchange mechanisms of
momentum and energy. The theory, however, is incomplete in that it
requires empirical knowledge of three coefficientswhich have not yet
been determined.
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2 NACA TM 2917

Stanton number) and the local sti-friction coefficient. This corre-
sponds to the well-lmown Reynolds analogy of the low-speed case.

I!Yominvestigations of heat transfer at subsonic speeds, it is
known,for the case of air, that the Reynolds analogy underesttites the
value of the Stanton number by appro-tely 20 Tercent. The results
from these investigations, ficluding the empirical work of Colburn
(ref. 9), and the results of.this analysis are shown in table I
(refs. 10 through 14). The analyses in the table sxe classified
according to (1) which of the usual three boundary-layer subdivisions
are used, (2) what assumptions are employed in each, (3) what value
of turbulent Prandtl number is qloyed, and (k) whether frictional
clissipationis included. ~ general, the f03Xming is observed:
Including the buffer layer introduces to the final expressions an
additional term which depends on the assumed velocity distribution in
that region; includ@ dissipation leads to the evaluation of a tanper-
ature recovery factor; and allowing for variation of the turbulent
Prandtl number a results in terms of Pr/a where Pr appeared for
the cases where a = 1. It should be emphasized that only Shirokow,
Smith and Harrop, and the present analysis consider the effect of
compressibility. The other analyses neglect compressibility and employ
low-speed values for the velocity ratios at the outer edges of the
laminar sublayer and buffer layer, respectively, and use empirically

!,

determin&i incompressible velocity distributions in evaluating the
effect of the buffer layer. The latter procedure introduces the constants
which appear in the end expressions developed by von K&m&n and Seban.
It should be noted that Shirokow also restricts his end results to the
incompressible case by aploying a low-speed value for the velocity
ratio at the outer edge of the sublayer.

The question arises as to how the relative thickening of the sub-
layer and buffer layer under the conditions of compressibilitywil.1
influence the results of these analyses. Will compressibiMty cause
the large corrections to the ReynoMs analogy to increase or decrease?
Smith and Harrop (ref. 14) have examined this problem frm,th$ compressi.
bility viewpoint. The identical assumptions used by von Karman were
mployed except that all temperatures were replaced by total.temperatures
to account for frictional dissi~tion. This procedure is justified
whenever the laminsr or turbulent Prandtl number is unity) as Smith and
Harrop assumed for the turbulent portion of the boundary layer. Since
the analysis consid=ed the laminar Prandtl number other than unity in
the sublayer and buffer layer, some error was intrduc~. The main
effect of this error was that the recovery temperature of the surface
remained at the stagnation temperature whatever the value of Pr. In
general, when it was assumed that the surface temperature largeQ
gov~ the @ent of the sublayer and buff= layer, it was found that
compressibi~ty has a very small effect on the relationship between heat
transfer and sldn friction.
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In view of the failure of the Smith and Harrop theory to show any
variation of temp&rature recov~ factor with Frandtl nuder and of the
omission of the effect of the turbulent Prandtl number, it is believed
desirable to re-examine the problem considering the effects imposed by
compressibility. It is the purpose of this report, therefore, to study
the relationship between heat transfm and skin friction in the com-
pressible turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate with emphasis on
the following:

1. The effect of the relative thickening of the sublayer
of the boundary layer

2. The effect of frictional dissipation
3. The effect of differences h the turbulent =change

mechanism of momentum and heat (turbulentFrandtl
numbers other than unity)

Because of the present bck of understanding of the mechanism of
turbulence in shear flow and of the structure of compressible turbulent
boundary layers, this theory, 13ke all the other theories of the
tuxbulent boundary layer, depends largely gn arbitrary, but plausible,
assumptions. It camnot, therefore, be considered as absolute.
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SYMBOLS

local sld.n-frictioncoefficient,
(1/2)P:um2

specific heat at constant pressure

total ener~, CPT +

local heat-transfer
per unit area per

thermal energy flux

u2/2

coefficient, rate of heat transfer
de~ee, q/(TwTaw)

(definaZbyeq. (8))

thermal conductivity

Mach number

pressure

Prandtl numb= composed of properties based on molecular
transport, PCP/k

rate of heat transfer per unit area

Reynolds number based on momentum thickness

.. . . . . ... ——— ——. ..— _.—. — —-—.
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local recovery factor, Tav- ~T /TS-T@

Stiton number> h/Pm%cp~

temperature

velocity in the x direction

velocity in”the y direction

coordinate systa with y = O plane as surface of the
plate

Prandtl number composed of properties based on turbulent
transport, ~~/K

ratio of specific heats (1.4 for air)

eddy viscosity (definedby eq. (9))

momentum thichess

eddy thermal conductivity (definedby eq. (10))

viscosity

density

shear stress (defined

mean value

1 fluctuating value

byeq. (7))

Superscripts

Subscripts

1 cotition at outer edge of sublayer

2 Condition at outer edge of buffer layer

s stagnation conditions

s condition at outer edge of boundary layer

.
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w condition of surface

aw condition at surface for zero heat transfer

System of units used is arbitrary.butmust be selfconsistent.

ANALYSIS

basic compressible turbulent boundary-layer equations are
reference 5 and can be written for steady flow past a flat

(1)

. (2)

(3)

At present, equations (1) to (3) cannot be solved rigorously. They
can only be used as guides toward choosing the important variables and
for indicating the form of stiplified, though arbitrary, relationships
between these variables.

For choosing the variables to be
are rewritten using the relation

E= CPT +

as

considered, equations (1) to (3)

~ u=
2 (4)

$(@.~m)
(5)

~) $ (Cpz + ~) =

.

(6)

.- ———_ .-—
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ti equations (>) and (6), the fluctuating density terms have been
placed on the left side of the equations. By virtue of the continuity
equation (3), it is plausible to consider the fluctuating density terms
as virtual masses which contribute to those terms which represent the

me of~ent~ or Of tom energy of a @t volume of fluid at a
point. As a result of this, the fluctuating density terms do not
appear h the terms which sre considered to represent the transport of
momentum and of thermal ener~ on the right of the equations.

The terms within the operators on the right side of equations (~)
and (6), called the shear stress and energy flux, are defined as

= (k+@ *+u(p+. )$

where the eddy viscosity G is defined as

and the eddy thermal conductivity K is defti~ as

K
~ Cp v’Tf

=-
iii!/ay

(7)

(8)

(10)

The bars have been dropped in the final terms of equations (7) and (8)
because ECU the terms represent mean values.

Although equations (~) and (6) cannot be solved rigorously, they
do yield sufficient information to act as a guide in treating the
problem approximately. Tor the case where Pr = 1 and a = 1, it m
be shown that the dependent variables in equations (5) and (6) are
linearly related to each other> that is,

where A and B are constants. This‘is equivalent to eqressing H/T
eqyal to a constant through the boundary layer. For the case where
both Pr and a differ from but are close to unity, it is plausible to
assume, as a ftist a~roximation, that H/T still remains constant
through the boundary layer, though the constant may be dependent

_.. .. .—— .-— —
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on Fr and a. It should be
stant, is the basis for the

The ratio of the terms
is

7’

noted that this assumption, that H/T = con-
present theory.

of equation (8) to those of equation (7)

-!-u (H.)

The relation between temperature and velocity in the boundary layer is
obtained on integration of

T - Tw

At the surface’of
dominate and equations

Therefore,

Eqyation (E!) becomes

Tw -

the

(7)

T =

equation (II)

u

J
= ~ (E-u)duT (l$?)
6

plate, the molecular transport terms pre-
and (8) become

()
h.T= ll~w-Tw

H=
()
kd
bw=-qw

H q~—=-_
T TV

Equation (14) csm be rewritten as
pu

For the case of zero convective heat transfer
numerator of eqmtion (17) must be zero, requiring
ature to be given by

at the surface, the
the surface temper-

(13)

(14)

(15)

du) (16)

——————. —>...-—. — .——
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(17)

The quantity Taw “iscalled the recovery temperature. When the
heat-transfer coefficient is defined as

the ratio of St=ton number

h
~.

—= QOFolcP=
Cf ‘f
T -Z

!lW

‘= Tw-Taw

to skin-friction coefficient becomes

=

J1 CJ+E)
d (*-)

o k+ti

From equation (16) and the definition of recovery factor

the expression for recovery factor is

r.
f

1 ‘pm(v+d
k+~

d (&)2
o

(18)

(19)

(20)

(a)
.

Equations (19) and (21) constitute the general expressions for the
ratio St/(cf/2)and the recovery factor r. Integration of these
equations is facilitated by the assumption that the boundary layer can
be divided into three parts: the sublayer, where only the moleculdr
transport terms appear (integrand = Pr); the turbulent portion, where
only the eddy transport terms a~ear (integrand = a); and the buffer
layer, where both ldnds of transport occur, the inte~and depending
on the proportion of each @pe of transport mechanism. To establish
the proportion of turbulent to molecu@r emhange in the buffer layer,
von K&m&, Reichardt, and Seban used velocity distributions to estab-
lish e and then computed K by making an assumption of the value
of a. (See table I.) Suith and Earrop ~ied this over to the com-
pressible case by assuming that the veloci,ty,tistributionin the buffer
layer was identical to that used by von Karman when the fluid properties
are evaluated at the wall temperature and when the velocity term is
arbitrarily replaced by a function of velocity obtained from their
expressions for the folly turbulent-flow region. Because of the
uncertainty of the latter procedure, the equally uncertain but simpler
approach of entirely neglecting the buffer region and somewhat thicken-
ing the sublayer will be used in this analysis. It can be deduced from

.’
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table I by comparing the FYandtl-Taylor theory with von K&m&nfs theory,
for the case of 0.5< Pr < 2, that a very small error is introduced by
omitting the buffer region and replacing it by a thicker sublayer.

When the integrand in equations (19) and (21) is set equal to Pr
in the sublayer, and a in the turbulent portion, the equations become

and

r=a{l -(1 - g) (&J

(22)

(23)

It is observed from table I that for a = 1, equation (22) is
identical.with those derived by Taylor, Prandtl, and Shirokow. For
a = 1, the recovery-factor expression is identical with Shtiokowls.

When a is eliminated between equations
results

(22) and (23) there

(24)

DISCUSSION

The results of this anal~is have been shown to depend on a lmowl-
edge of the value of the velocity ratio at the outer edge of the sub-
layer and of the value of the turbulent Praudtl number a. Neither of
these quantities can be expressed yith certainty; however, it will be
shown that sufficient information is available to allow numerical
evaluation of the ratio of Stanton number to the local skin-friction
coefficient.

There are alternative procedures for the evaluation of ul/um.
The frostwidely used method is to assume that low-speed expressions
prevail under the conditions of compressibilitywith the exception that
the fluid properties are evalmsted at the surface temperature. Accord-
tigl.y,I&nkl and Voishel (ref. 1) express this as

U1
~= 11.5 g~” (25)

m

_.— —.-—— ——— — ..— —— —— —
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The use of this relationship b Fran.kl
friction (also imp13ed in Vu Driest1s

skin-tiiction coefficients which agree well
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and Voishel’s theory for
theory) is lmo~m to yield
with available experimental

data at Mach numbers up to 2.5 (ref. 15). Equation (25) wilJ be used
in the numerical evaluations Which fol.low;however, effects of the
uncertainties introduced will be noted.

In order to use equation (25), it is necessary to be able to
evaluate the local skin-friction coefficient cf. At present there are
insufficient experimental data to establish Gf under general conditions
of surface tmiperature and Mch number. It is necessary to rely on
theory. For this analysis the results of the appemMx, in which the
well-known Van Driest amalysis is repeated for Fr # 1 and a # 1, are
used in evaluation of cf.

Present lmowl@e of the turbuent Prandt~ numer a is also quite
Mmited. The term a, unlilce Pr, is believed to depend on the type of
flow as well as on the fluid because clifferences have been found in low-
speed tests of jets and of pipes or chszmels. In air jets it has been
found (ref. 16) that a varies fram 0.70 to 0.77. These values of a
are over-all values determined fram the spreaclhg of the jets. In a
pipe it has been found (ref. 17) that the local a varies from 0.82
to 1.06, depending on the radial position and on the Reynolds number.
Expertients in rectmgular channels (ref. 18) also indicate a variation
of local a ranging from 0.60 to 0.95 due to position and Reynolds
number. There are no data available, however, for the magnitude of a
in boundary layers on a flat plate.

In view of the.arbitrary character of the assumption concerning the
velocity ratio at the outer edge of the sublayer and of the uncertainty
of the value of q, caq the results of this theory yield information
of any accuracy? It is believed that equation (24) allows a fairly
accurate estimation of the ratio St/(cf/2). The reasoning which leads
to this conclusion is based on the considerations of the following
paragraph-

When a constant value of a, having the same order of magnitude
as is measured subsonically in pipes, and the value of ul/um based on
equation (25) are introduced into equation (23), it is found that the
recovery factor is lowered.fim its incompressible value by as much as
10.percent at a Mach number of 4. This is contrary to experimental
experience where the recovery factor r remains essentially constant
with Mach number in the range O.CM< 3.8 (refs. 19, 20, 21, and 22).
To conform with experiment, CLor qL/~ or both would have to be altered
as a function of Mach nunlberto maintain the recovery factor constant.
To avoid this speculation, the direct influence of a is eliminated
through the use of equation (24) where the expertmntally verified
expression r = Prlis is used. The prjhary source of error in
equation (24), then, is the uncertainties in the value of %/%.
Because of the nature of equation (24) when l?r is near 0.7, its
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approximate value for gages,
serious. On the average, in

U

uncertainties in uJu= are not too
the range O< M < ~ a 20-percent error

in uJum represents a l-percent ~or in the ratio St/(cf/2).

Values of St/(cf~2) determined from equation (24) are shown in
figures 1 and2 for R = 0.72. The two limiting surface temperatures
likely to be encountered are shown, respectively, in the two figures.
These are the recovery t“~erature and the free-stream temperature. For
the case of M = O both surr’acetemp=atures are equal, and the results
of figures.1and 2 indicate that the ‘ratioof the Stanton number to
U the 10KXL skin-friction coefficient is from about 17.5 percent
to 20.5 percent,higher than the Reyuolds analogy. Colbu.rnfs(ref. 9)
empirical correction to Reynolds analogy is Pr-=la and corresponds to
a 2>percent correction. The empirical correction, however, is based
on data below a length Reynolds number of one million where the correc-
tion of this theory would be about 21 percent. This correspondence of
theory and experiment is well within the scatter of the eqerhnental
data. For the case of a surface at very near the recovery temperature,
it is noted fimm figure 1 that the influence of Mach number is smalJ,
increasing the ratio of the Stanton number to half the local skin-
friction coefficient at M = 5 by only about 3 percent over the incom-
pressible case. For the cooled case the effect of Mach number is again
small, lowering the ratio St/(cf/2) by about 1 percent at M = 5.
These variations can be considered to be the same order of magnitude as
the uncertainties in the theory for Prandtl number near unity.

A comparison of the results of the present theory with the results
of Smith and Harrop for Re = 105 is also shown in figure 1. It is
observed that the Smith and Harrop theory yields results which are
markedly lower ’thanthe results of the present theory. By varying the
reference velocity for the buffer layer (~ in table I) between its
limits, it was found that the Smith and mop values varied by less than
3 percent. The main ~erence h the results of the two ‘theories,
therefore, is due to the consideration of recovery factor in the present
theory. A similar dmparison to that shown in figure
in figure 2. For the condition TW =Ta it is found
tn the denominator h Smith and HErrop7s end equation
not converge rapidly enough to give a v&lid saswer at
the order of unity or high=.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

1 cannot be made
that the series
(table I) does
Mach numbers of

IYam a simple analysis of the effect of compressibility on the
relationship between heat transfer and’sldn friction for air, a modified
Reynolds analog, it is found that the ratio of Stanton number to half

the local skin-friction coefficient at M = O is from 17.5 percent
to 20.5 percent higher than given by Reynolds analo~ h the range of
momentum-thicknessReynolds number from 103 to 106.

..-— .— .— . ————- ———— —— ——— .—
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number of 5 and under ~reme
effects of compressibi~t y on
same order of magnitude as the

possible uncertainties of the theory.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Moffett Field, C!alif., Dec. 8, 1952.
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lwPEImx

SKCN-lIRICTIONANALYSIS

m this appendix, the V~ Miest tiYSiS ~ be repeat~ ~th the
modifications that Fr # 1 and a # 1.

The basic eqmtion for determining the velocity distribution in the
turbulent portion is

-r= PK2Y2(*)2 (Al)

where the quant~ties represented sre temporal mean values.

By algebraic manipulation, eqyation (Al) is transformed to

Equation (A2) corresponds to equation (~) of reference 2. Letting
fl’=u/~ equation (A2) becomes

da 1 rTW dy
=— ——

V K%
PWP

~Y

(A2)

(M)

Since the static pressure across the boundary layer is considered
constant

1% T—=—
Tw

(A4)
P

On integration of equat,ion(12) of the text, the right member of
eqmtion (A4) can be written as

T’—=b2(l+Ifi-A2~)
T~

where

(M)

—. . —— ——.——— ——— — —.— —.—.
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b2 =

p=

m.

n2 =

B=

A2 =

When
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(A6)

a = Pr = 1, equations (As) and (A6) degenerate to those used by
Van Driest. Substitution of equation (As) into equation (A3) results
in

(A7)

Except for the term b, equation (A7) is identical with eqyation (~)
of Van Driest. Following Van Driest, equation (A7) is integrated to
yield

where F is a

When equations

~s~-1 2A2fi-B
A (B2 + ‘4A2)~/2

constant.

(A4), (A5), and (A8 ) are substituted into

J

da
Tw=~ ~U (Ua - U) dy

o
there results

(A8)

(A9)

(Ale)

.
.

.
.-. — .—--—.— — ...— —.
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where
FK

D= e-~

r.

For a flat plate

Therefore, from equation (AIO)

or, from equation (Al-2),

-1

h ~a2JeA%ine—= Kpmuab

When Re is defined as

U*P- e
Re=—

Pm

and

i+ m w—=i-%()~
equation (A14) becomes

(B2 + ;A2)112

Van Driest has shown that a first approximation to J obtained by
integration by parts remilts in

a sin-l
~2-B

—

a2J= (l+B~A=)l\2eA
(B2+ 4A2)l/z

(All)

(A12)

(A13)

(A14)

(A15)

(n6)

(A17)

_—. ——.—— —–——
.-
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Thus Re can be written

where
2

q = (B~+ ~A2)‘/2 Y = (B2 + iA2)1/2

For the case of Mm= O ad Tw/T~ = 1> equation (M8 ) H ~te-
gratal to yield a relation between the average skin-friction coefficient
and the Reynolds numiberbased on the tistance along the plate. Agree-
ment wtth low-speed experhental results is obtained when F = 6.5.

To determine how much the deviation of Pr and a fromunity
influences the local skin-friction coefficient, the results expressed
by equation (AJ-8)are shown in figures 3 and k. The dashed lines repre-
sent the relationship between cf/2 and Re when Pr = 0.72 and r = 0.89
(a computed to a~eewith recovery factor). The solid lines represent
the corresponding relationship for Pr = 1, a = 1 anu, consequently,
r = 1. It is observed that the deviation of Pr and u frcm unity pro-
duces very little effect cm cf/2 at the lower Mach numbers. At the
higher Mach numbers the effect has same Reynolds number dependence;
however, the largest deviation.between the two results is of the order
of 7 percent. It should be noted that the Van Driest theory is lmown
to yield values of @n-friction coefficient which sre higher than
measured values on the order of Xl percent at M = 2.5 (ref. 15). The
allowed variation of R or a @es not improve this situation.

————— . . . —. ——_—. —-——— .—— -
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Figure /.- Moo’ifieo’ R’eyno/ds analogy for compressible boundury

Iuyer (insulated surface temperature).
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Figure 2.- Modified Reynolds analogy for compressible boundary

layer (wa/./ temperature equal to free-stream temperature).
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